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Brains that are capable of representing numerosity, the number of items in a

set, have arisen repeatedly and independently in different animal taxa. This

review compares the cognitive and physiological mechanisms found in a non-

human primate, the rhesus macaque, and a corvid songbird, the carrion crow,

in order to elucidate the evolutionary adaptations underlying numerical

competence. Monkeys and corvids are known for their advanced cognitive

competence, despite them both having independently and distinctly evolved

endbrains that resulted from a long history of parallel evolution. In both

species, numerosity is represented as an analogue magnitude by an approxi-

mate number system that obeys the Weber–Fechner Law. In addition, the

activity of numerosity-selective neurons in the fronto-parietal association

cortex of monkeys and the telencephalic associative area nidopallium caudo-

laterale of crows mirrors the animals’ performance. In both species’ brains,

neuronal activity is tuned to a preferred numerosity, encodes the numerical

value in an approximate fashion, and is best represented on a logarithmic

scale. Collectively, the data show an impressive correspondence of the cogni-

tive and neuronal mechanisms for numerosity representations across monkeys

and crows. This suggests that remotely related vertebrates with distinctly

developed endbrains adopted similar physiological solutions to common

computational problems in numerosity processing.

This article is part of a discussion meeting issue ‘The origins of numerical

abilities’.
1. Introduction
(a) Evolution of numerical competence
The ability to judge the number of items in a set, its numerosity, is an essential

aspect of numerical cognition. Different levels of numerical competence are wide-

spread throughout the animal kingdom and have been demonstrated in such

diverse taxa as insects [1,2], fishes [3–6], amphibians [7,8], birds [9–14] and

mammals [15–17]. This may be surprising, given that some of these animal

groups—such as insects and vertebrates—share a last common ancestor several

hundreds of million years ago. The respective lineages have evolved in parallel

over time, thereby acquiring very differently organized nervous systems. Despite

different neural substrates giving rise to cognitive capabilities, rudimentary

numerical capacities seem to be ubiquitous in advanced animals.

This points to a selective pressure for the evolution of numerical competence.

This selective pressure could be explained if dealing with numerical information

were to provide a survival advantage. Indeed, several studies examining animals

in their ecological environments suggest that representing number enhances an

animal’s ability to reproduce [18,19], navigate [1], exploit food sources [7,20],

hunt prey [21], avoid predation [22] and persist in social interactions [23–25].
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Figure 1. Simplified phylogenetic tree of the vertebrates. The traditional (but taxonomically incorrect) vertebrate groups are displayed: the fishes (blue) represented
by the Chondrichthyes (cartilaginous fishes) and Osteichthyes (bony fish), the amphibians (green), the birds ( yellow), the reptiles (orange) and the mammals
(brown). These are all jawed vertebrates that are distinct from the jawless Agnatha (such as lampreys). From a taxonomic point of view, birds belong to the
monophyletic class Reptilia. All displayed animal groups are vertebrates (also called ‘Craniata’), which are characterized by a backbone. Vertebrates belong to
the phylum Chordata, one of the major animal groups that evolved around the time of the so-called ‘Cambrian explosion’ about 550 million years ago. At
that time also the largest animal phylum, the Arthropoda, containing also insects, diverged (not drawn). (Online version in colour.)
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These examples illustrate that the ability to represent numerical

values seems to provide a measurable benefit for different

animal species. Numerical competence is of adaptive value,

as it helps animals to survive and pass on their genes to the

next generation. The process by which numerosity is extracted

from sensory input and represented in cognition and brain is

therefore of major interest in biology.
(b) Convergent evolution of intelligence in primates
and corvids

The groups of primates and songbirds contain some of the most

cognitively advanced species. Old World monkeys such as

macaques (genus Macaca), and corvids such as crows (genus

Corvus), are renowned for their superior cognitive flexibility.

As mammals and primates, rhesus macaques are relatively

closely related to humans with which they share a last

common ancestor some 25 million years ago [26,27] (figure 1).

Macaque monkeys grasp abstract categories and concepts

[28], exhibit elaborate executive functions [29], interpret

others’ perceptions [30] and display complex social behaviours

[31,32]. Wild macaques spontaneously discriminate the quan-

tity of food items [33] and represent the numerosities 1–9 on

an ordinal scale in controlled laboratory experiments [16].

Despite their distant relationship, corvids (ravens, crows

and jays) are of similar intelligence as primates. The last
common ancestor between mammals and birds, a cognitively

humble reptilian-like stem amniote, lived about 320 million

years ago [26,27,34]. Since then, primates and corvids have

evolved in parallel (figure 1). Still, corvids exhibit superior

object permanence [35,36], are able to rapidly extract general

principles to guide behaviour [37,38], show a flexible capacity

to remember the past and plan for the future [39], and take

the states of conspecifics during social interactions into account

[40,41]. Corvids have been shown to spontaneously discrimi-

nate the relative quantity of food items [42–44], and they can

be trained to judge absolute numerical values [45–47]. Collec-

tively, cognitive capabilities of corvids are in many respects on

a par with those of many nonhuman primates.
(c) Evolution of mammalian and avian endbrains
In order to process abstract categories such as numerosity,

high-level brain areas are required that can integrate sensory

information across time and space and from many senses

before planning motor commands. In primates, sophisticated

circuitries in the six-layered neocortex of the parietal and fron-

tal lobe fulfil these requirements. These classical association

areas receive highly processed information from all sensory

modalities and project to premotor structures. In the parietal

and frontal association cortices, complementary brain research

in humans and nonhuman primates identified a dedicated

brain network for processing numerical information [48]

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. The brains of macaques and crows. (a) Lateral view of a macaque brain highlighting the prefrontal cortex (PFC, green) and the intraparietal sulcus (IPS,
blue) on the surface of the cerebral cortex (neocortex). The cerebral cortex covers almost the entire brain. (b) Lateral view of a crow brain with the nidopallium
caudolaterale (NCL) located inside the telencephalon colour coded. Cb, cerebellum; OT, optic tectum. (Online version in colour.)
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(figure 2a). The intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex (PFC) have been identified as key nodes of

this network. Physiological parameters suggest that number

information is processed hierarchically between the IPS and

the PFC, with the IPS as the first cortical hub to extract quanti-

tative information, and the PFC as a putative recipient of

numerical information [49–52]. These reciprocally connected

association areas hosting the number network not only are

suited to extract abstract numerosities from sensory input,

but also are particularly well suited to maintain information

across time and to exert cognitive control [53–55]. Persistent

activity is typically witnessed during delayed response tasks

that include a short gap in time between a sensory stimulus

and an instructed response [56,57]. This persistent activity is

thought to be a neuronal correlate of working memory,

which is the ability to briefly retain and manipulate infor-

mation in mind. Through sustaining activity, neurons

actively buffer and process information to bridge the gap

until an adaptive output is selected. High-level numerical

functions would be impossible without persistent activity.

Corvids, just as any other bird, have an independently

evolved endbrain design affording twice as many neurons as

a primate brain of equal mass [58]. During the more than 600

million years of independent evolution since the separation

from the last common ancestor 320 million years ago

[26,27,34], birds elaborated different parts of the endbrain (tel-

encephalon) as highest integration centres. In both mammals

and birds, the bulk of the endbrain stems from the ontogenetic

mantle, the pallium, and thus shares common ancestry (hom-
ology) [59,60]. However, the overall architecture of the

endbrain is very different and has developed independently

to give rise to similar functions, probably owing to similar

selection pressures (homoplasy, convergent evolution) [61,62].

As a consequence, a six-layered neocortex that endows

primates with the highest levels of cognition is absent in the

endbrain of birds and all other non-mammalian vertebrates.

Instead of layers, the avian endbrain consists of nuclear

organized circuits. They originate from a different part of the

telencephalic pallium which does not give rise to the neocortex

in mammals [61,63–65]. The so-called dorsal ventricular ridge

(DVR) is one of the main components of the sauropsid (i.e. rep-

tilian and avian) pallium that gives rise to associative

telencephalic structures. A particularly integrative region orig-

inating from the DVR is the nidopallium, which also contains

the nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) (figure 2b). The NCL is

a high-level cognitive structure in birds and considered to be

a functional equivalent of the PFC [66,67]. In the same way
as the PFC, the NCL integrates highly processed sensory infor-

mation for all modalities and projects to premotor structures, is

modulated by dopamine, and interacts with limbic, visceral

and memory-related structures. Recent single-unit recordings

in behaving crows confirm the resemblance of the NCL with

the PFC by showing that NCL neurons encode sensory and

cognitive variables during working memory, but also parti-

cipate in the translation of cognitive signals to motor

behaviours [68,69]. As we shall see later, the NCL also plays

an important role in numerical cognition.

Despite these functional similarities, the evolution of pal-

lial structures and the putative homologies and homoplasies

between birds and mammals are still highly debated and not

fully understood [62,70–73]. For example, the nidopallium

including the NCL is sometimes considered to be more

related to the amygdaloid–claustrum complex [74], and the

missing connections between NCL and the hippocampus

emphasize structural differences compared with the mamma-

lian PFC [75]. In addition, other avian telencephalic brain

regions, such as the hyperpallium and mesopallium, could

participate in numerical cognition.

Irrespective of these unresolved anatomical issues, primates

and corvids provide a most interesting case of convergent evol-

ution of numerical competence because of the independent

evolution of the associative endbrain areas in both animal

groups. How is numerosity represented in the brains of monk-

eys and crows? Could there be a common, superior code for

numerosity evolved independently in the two animal groups,

or do the solutions found during evolution differ? When species

evolve in parallel, the neurophysiological solutions to a

common behavioural problem may take different paths.

Sound localization in birds and mammals provides an illustra-

tive example for physiological differences resulting from

parallel evolution [76]. The mechanisms of how location is com-

puted from interaural time differences of a sound in

homologous auditory brainstem nuclei are fundamentally

different in birds and mammals. It is obvious that during evol-

ution different solutions to the same problem—sound

localization—have been implemented.

Could a similar scenario have happened for numerical rep-

resentations? Our laboratory has conducted behavioural and

neurophysiological experiments to establish how numerical

quantity is represented in differently evolved endbrains. We

trained monkeys and crows on the same numerosity tasks and

under very similar conditions. The current review compares

the respective findings and discusses the implications of this

work for the evolution of abstract numerical representations.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 3. Delayed match-to-sample task used for both monkeys and crows with numerosity as discriminandum. A trial started when monkeys grabbed a manip-
ulandum and fixated the fixation spot. Crows had to bring their head in position in front of the monitor to start a trial. A sample stimulus (here three dots) was
followed by a delay period. The test stimulus contained either the same number of items (‘match’) or a different quantity of dots (here four dots) (‘nonmatch’).
Each nonmatch stimulus was followed by a match stimulus. Whenever a match stimulus appeared in the test phase, monkeys were required to release the lever to
receive a reward, whereas crows needed to move their heads and peck at the display on the touch screen. Trials were pseudo-randomized and each numerosity was
indicated with many different images.
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2. Cognition of numerosity representation
in monkeys and crows

(a) Conceptual grasp of numerical quantity
in primates and crows

To allow a most direct comparison of behavioural (and later

also neuronal) data, both monkeys [77] and crows [46] have

been trained in equivalent operant conditioning protocols

to perform computerized ‘delayed match-to-sample tasks’

(DMSTs) (figure 3). For every trial, a target numerosity (the

sample) is initially presented on a computer monitor that the

subject has to memorize over a brief delay period (without a

stimulus). To earn a reward, the animals have to respond if

the same target numerosity (the match) is shown again after a

brief memory delay in the subsequent test phase. With equal

probability, however, a deviant numerosity (a nonmatch) is

presented in the test phase, requiring the subject to withhold

responding. As a response to the match, monkeys were trained

to immediately release a manipulandum that they grasped to

start a trial. The crows, in contrast, were trained to keep their

head still in front of a touch screen monitor throughout a

trial, and peck with the beak at the match display as soon as

it occurred. Based on the responses to the match and the

nonmatch numerosity, the accuracy of the numerosity

discrimination performance can be calculated.

This approach offers several advantages. First, it allows

testing of the discrimination of specific and variable sample

numerosities that change from trial to trial. Second, the ani-

mals are motivated to discriminate because of the

reinforcement of correct trials (i.e. the reward), allowing

testing of the scopes and limitations of their competence.

Third, the computerized task permits the usage of arbitrary

and controlled stimuli [46,77]. This is particularly important,

given that non-numerical features of numerosity displays

inevitably vary with an increase in the number of items.
For instance, in a spatial layout of dots (dot arrays) that

need to be enumerated, the total area covered by the items

and the overall density of the dots increases on average

with increasing numbers of dots. On the other hand, when

single items need to be enumerated one-by-one in a sequen-

tial layout (a protocol only used for monkeys so far), the time

necessary to present the dots increases with more and more

items. These and other potentially confounding sensory fea-

tures have been equalized or controlled across numerosities

to ensure that the animals are discriminating the stimuli

based on the number of items rather than some low-level sen-

sory cue. Finally, and as we shall see later, recording brain

signals in animals under behavioural control is the most

direct way to make sense of the brain signals that accompany

(or rather cause) cognitive performance.

Using DMSTs, numerosity judgements in monkeys and

crows have been explored in the visual domain by using

multi-item arrays [46,47,77–81]. After training, rhesus mon-

keys (Macaca mulatta) and carrion crows (Corvus corone)

proficiently discriminate the absolute values of visual numer-

osities from 1 to 5 and even from 1 to 30 items. Even a grasp

of numerosity 0 was demonstrated in monkeys [82,83].

Hooded crows (Corvus cornix) were trained on an MST to dis-

criminate the number of items in dot arrays [45]. Recently,

carrion crows (Corvus corone) were trained to respond by peck-

ing at a touch screen and they were able to successfully

discriminate numerosities 1–5 and later up to 30 in a DMST

irrespective of appearance and low-level visual features [46,47].

If animals have a concept of numerosity, they are expected to

discriminate any possible numerosity, even those they have not

been previously trained on. This was tested in a study in which

two monkeys were initially only trained to discriminate numer-

osities 1–5 and then confronted with novel numerosities [81].

After proficient performance with numerosities 1–5, one

monkey was confronted with novel numerosities 6, 7 and 8 in

transfer trials in which it could not have learned the correct

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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response. The monkey continued to discriminate these novel

numerosities with comparable accuracy to the previously

learned small set sizes. To further demonstrate an abstract

knowledge of the quantity concept, both monkeys in this

study [81] only trained to small numerosities were abruptly

confronted (i.e. from one day to the other) with numerosities

ranging up to 30. Both monkeys showed spontaneous

generalization to novel large numerosities, showing the same

discrimination characteristics as for the well-trained small

numerosities. Both the transfer and the generalization test

argue in favour of a conceptual quantitative understanding.

For crows, Smirnova et al. [45] reported successful transfer.

After managing numerosities 1–4, hooded crows successfully

transferred their discrimination to stimulus sets with novel

values of 5–8. These studies show that monkeys and crows

can apply the meaning of absolute numerosity to novel set sizes.
.B
373:20160514
(b) Signatures of numerosity discrimination
What are the limits of animals’ discrimination ability, and

which numerical value can they discriminate from the immedi-

ately adjacent one? With nonmatch test stimuli consisting of

one number higher and lower in equal probability (e.g. 3 and

5 for sample numerosity 4), the average discrimination

accuracy in both monkeys and crows is close to perfect for

the smallest numerosity, but declines rapidly towards large

values, indicating that it becomes more difficult for them to dis-

criminate progressively larger numerosities. Using 60% correct

performance as criterion (which was significantly better than

chance for the number of trials per numerosity based on a bino-

mial test), the discrimination threshold was found to be

between 4 and 5 items in monkeys [79], and slightly lower in

crows [46]. Thus, with minimum numerical distance of 1

between match and nonmatch, the animals reliably discrimi-

nated numerical values 1 to approximately 4, but failed for

numerosities of 5 and higher.

However, when the numerical distance between match and

nonmatch is increased, performance recovers systematically

[78]. For instance, if the discrimination between 3 and 4 is

very defective, the discrimination between 3 and 5 is more

accurate and the discrimination between 3 and 6 still better,

indicating that discrimination of numerical values is easier

for numerosity pairs that are more distant. This effect is

termed the ‘numerical distance effect’. As a consequence,

discriminability is a function of the ratio between match and

nonmatch numerosity (i.e. ratio-dependent) [80]. How accu-

rately a specific target numerosity can be discriminated from

any other numerosity can be evaluated by the monkeys’ and

crows’ detailed numerosity discrimination behaviour. If the

response probability to nonmatch numerosities relative to

specific sample numerosities is plotted, bell-shaped perform-

ance curves result (figure 4). The numerical distance effect is

reflected by the finding that the performance distributions

have a certain width based on the approximate estimation.

Both macaques and crows exhibit a numerical distance effect

of similar magnitude, as witnessed by similar width of the

performance curves in both monkeys and crows [46,78].

In addition to the distance effect, another numerical effect

is evident in both species: the higher the numerical values,

the larger the numerical distance between match and non-

match numerosities must be in order for the numerosity

pair to be just discriminable [47,78,81]. For instance, the dis-

crimination between 2 and 3 is easier than discrimination
between 3 and 4, despite the numerical distance being 1 in

both cases. This increase in the numerical distance needed

for discrimination with increasing numerical values is

called the ‘numerical size effect’. The size effect causes the

monkeys’ and crows’ bell-shaped performance curves

to become broader with increasing values of the target

numerosities (figure 4). In fact, a closer analysis shows that

the distance between match and nonmatch numerosities

grows in proportion to the numerical values for them to

maintain just discriminable. For instance, if 6 can just be dis-

criminated from 4, then 12 can just be discriminated from

8. Exactly the same proportional size relationship has been

found for the performance of monkeys and crows [47,78,81].
(c) The approximate number system obeys Weber’s Law
Both the numerical distance and size effect are classical

signatures of the approximate number system (ANS) which

represents the number of items in a set as a noisy mental

magnitude. The ANS allows an estimation of set sizes of

any numerical value, but becomes systematically less precise

with increasing numerical values [48,84,85]. This effect is

what Ernst Heinrich Weber captured for sensory magnitude

discriminations in his law that is named after him. Weber’s

Law is a hallmark of the ANS [84,86], and numerosity

discriminations in monkeys and crows obey it.

According to this law, the Weber fraction as a measure of

discriminability (the quotient of the just noticeable numerical

difference divided by the sample numerosity) is a constant

across all magnitude values. Performance in both monkeys

and crows exhibits constant Weber fractions across a broad

range of set sizes (except for the very small numerosities 1

and 2). Jordan & Brannon [80] reported Weber fractions of

0.47 and 0.48 for two rhesus monkeys performing a DMST.

Similarly, Merten & Nieder [81] found Weber fractions of

0.60 and 0.51, respectively, for two rhesus monkeys.

Humans that were prevented from counting and tested in

the same study with the same protocol on average showed

very similar Weber fractions of 0.55 for numerosities larger

than 6 [81].

Similar Weber fractions have been found for two carrion

crows. For numerosities 1–5, the crows showed almost iden-

tical Weber fractions of 0.51 and 0.47, respectively [46].

Interestingly, the same two crows’ Weber fractions markedly

increased to 1.12 and 1.51 when they were tested with larger

and numerically more distant numerosities 4, 7, 12, 20 and

30 [47]. Because the crows were not forced to discriminate

as precisely as in the previous study [46], discrimination

performance decreased (and therefore Weber fractions

increased). This indicates that the choice of the numerosities

the animals have to compare has an impact on precision.

The ANS has been demonstrated repeatedly in several ani-

mals [46,47,77–80,87]. Even in humans, this ancient system

surfaces again in tasks that prevent counting [81,85]. Moreover,

for humans who have never learned to count symbolically in

their culture, the ANS is the only system available to estimate

absolute numerosity [88–90]. Collectively, these behavioural

data suggest that the ANS is an evolutionarily ancient nonver-

bal system which is able to assess set size across the animal

kingdom, including humans.

The ANS found in monkeys and crows contrasts with the

object file system. The object file system is thought to implicitly

keep track of a small number of up to four items by

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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assigning single markers (object files) to each to-be-enumer-

ated element of a set. The object file system has been

suggested for relative numerosity discriminations, particularly

in human infants and chicks [91]. However, neither monkeys

nor crows show signs of an object file system during absolute

numerosity discriminations.
(d) Logarithmic representation
The bell-shaped performance functions resulting from absolute

numerosity judgements also help to clarify how numerical

quantity is represented along a number continuum. Quantitat-

ive examination of the shapes of the behavioural performance

functions in monkeys and crows reveals that these performance

functions are not symmetric when plotted on a linear number

scale [46,47,78,81]. Instead, they are skewed, with steep slopes

towards smaller numerosities, and shallow slopes towards

larger numerosities (figure 4). This indicates that absolute

numerosity representations are not appropriately described

on a linear scale. However, when the same performance func-

tions are plotted on a logarithmically compressed scale, the

results are symmetric, bell-shaped Gauss functions (figure 4)
[46,47,78,81]. Because the logarithm of the responses is nor-

mally distributed, numerosity representations are also called

lognormal distributions.

Interestingly, Siegler & Booth [92] also observed a logar-

ithmic number representation in pre-school children. These

researchers also found evidence that the logarithmic scale

shifts to a linear number representation during school

education. It seems that the logarithmic scale is the evolution-

ary default for nonverbal numerosity representations before

number symbols require a linear transformation.

(e) Cross-format and cross-modal numerosity
judgements in monkeys

As an abstract quantity category, numerosity is expected to

be represented irrespective of the spatio-temporal presen-

tation format. For example, three apples lying in a bowl or

three light flashes in a sequence are both instances of

‘three’. An animal is therefore expected to not only discrimi-

nate the number of items that are being represented across

space (as in item arrays, i.e. [), but also over time (as in

event sequences, i.e. † - † - †).

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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In a combined behavioural/electrophysiological experi-

ment, two monkeys were first trained to match the

numerosity of dot arrays. Once they mastered simultaneously

displayed items in spatial arrays, trials with sequential

sample numerosities were added. One to four single dots

appearing one-by-one in the sample phase were shown to the

monkey while carefully controlling for temporal factors [93].

The monkeys had to memorize the sequential number of dots

and respond if the same numerosity was displayed in the test

period. Once the monkeys learned to discriminate sequential

numerosity 2 from 4 (and vice versa), they were immediately

able to transfer discrimination to the novel sequential numeros-

ity 3 versus 2 and 3 versus 4 without further training.

This indicates that monkeys can understand the concept of

sequential numerosity and apply it together with simultaneous

numerosity protocols. However, the performance data showed

that discrimination of the number of sequentially presented

items was more difficult for both monkeys.

Numerosity is also independent of the sensory modality

of the items that make up a set. Three light flashes or three

calls are both instances of ‘three’ despite the elements being

visual items in the first, and acoustic events in the second

case. To find out if monkeys can perform such cross-modal

numerosity judgements, Jordan et al. [94] presented rhesus

monkeys with a sample sequence of 1–9 visual items or

acoustic sounds. After sample presentation, the monkeys cor-

rectly chose the matching visual test arrays that contained the

same number for both visual and auditory sample numeros-

ities. Moreover, they were just as accurate in matching across

sensory modalities (auditory–visual) as they were within a

single modality (visual–visual). As expected for the ANS,

performance was dependent on the ratio between the dis-

played match and the nonmatch numerosities. Similar

cross-modal numerosity discriminations have been reported

in an electrophysiological study with monkeys trained to

discriminate 1–4 visual or acoustic items in a DMST [95].

Jordan and colleagues [94] went an important step further

and also presented samples that consisted of interspersed

visual and acoustic items. For example, monkeys had to

match two visual items and two sounds to the test numerosity

4. In the first 150-trial test session, the monkeys already per-

formed with above chance accuracy for these bimodal

visual–auditory samples. This demonstrates that nonhuman

primates can cross-modally enumerate the number of visual

objects they see and the number of sounds they hear. They

show this capacity over a relatively large range of numerosities

and use the ANS to solve the task.
3. Neurophysiology of numerosity
representations in monkeys and crows

(a) Neurons specifically responsive to numerical
quantity

The performance data reviewed showed that the behavioural

signatures of numerosity discriminations found in monkeys

and crows are more or less identical and point to an ANS

that obeys the Weber Law. However, what looks like a funda-

mental similarity may turn out to be a superficial result of very

different underlying neuronal mechanisms. After all, the end-

brain circuitries giving rise to high-level cognitive capabilities

in primates and corvids are a product of convergent evolution
and therefore differ fundamentally. Studying behaviour alone

cannot tell us whether numerical judgements truly depend on

the same neural representations and if they really follow the

Weber Law [96,97]. The behavioural outcome of a numerical

discrimination task may simply be the result of multiple,

diverse scaling schemes at different processing stages. What

looks like numerosity estimation emerging from the same

code for ANS in both primate and corvid species may have

quite different neuronal realizations.

Animals trained on a well-controlled DMST with numeros-

ity as discriminandum provide an ideal opportunity to study

brain processes of numerical competence. The DMST has

been used for many decades in primate neurophysiology

studies [56] and is also easily mastered by corvids [98]. To

investigate how single neurons in the endbrain of monkeys

and crows function, we recorded single neuron activity while

the animals assessed and memorized numerical values.

Recording neuronal activity simultaneously with behavioural

performance presents a rich and direct opportunity for exper-

imental analysis of the neuronal foundations of numerical

cognition that would not be possible in untrained animals.

Neurons recorded in the associative endbrains of both mon-

keys and crows that discriminated visual numerosity showed

single neurons that selectively responded to numerosity dis-

plays during the sample period and during memorization

of numerosity in the delay period [46,77,78,99,100]. Such

numerosity-selective neurons, also termed ‘number neurons’,

increased the number of action potentials (i.e. their activity)

during these time intervals in response to the presentation or

memorization of numerical quantities (figure 5a,b). Impor-

tantly, changes in the physical appearance of the displays had

no effect on the activity of numerosity-selective neurons

[46,77,78,99,100]; all the neurons cared about was numerical

information. In monkeys, a relatively large proportion of

about 20–30% of randomly recorded neurons in the IPS (par-

ticularly in ventral intraparietal area, VIP) and the lateral PFC

signalled numerosity. A very similar proportion of neurons

responded to numerosity in the NCL of behaving crows.

(b) Properties of the activity of numerosity-selective
neurons

The neuronal data show an impressive correspondence of the

neuronal code found in the primate and avian brain. Numer-

osity-selective neurons are tuned to the number of items both

in the fronto-parietal association cortex of monkeys and the

NCL of crows (figure 5a,b). This means that neurons respond

with maximum activity to one of the presented quantities—a

neuron’s ‘preferred numerosity’—and progressively decrease

activity as the displayed quantity departs from the preferred

number [46,77,78,99,100].

The result of this way of encoding a quantity category is a

bell-shaped distribution of activity (i.e. action potential rates)

around the respective preferred numerosity of each tuned

neuron. A neuron responds strongest to its preferred numeros-

ity, but it also responds to slightly smaller and larger

numerosities relative to the preferred numerosity. Numeros-

ity-selective neurons therefore encode the numerical value in

an approximate fashion, just as animals do in their behaviour.

Since a single neuron can only represent a very small range

of numerical values, a population of neurons with neurons

each tuned to different numerosities is required to cover the

continuum of values from 1 upwards. Interestingly, the

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 5. Response characteristics of numerosity-selective neurons in monkeys and crows. (a) Neurons of the monkey association cortex (here the PFC) selectively respond
to specific numerosities. The time course of neuronal activity during trials shows that this example neuron responded highest whenever two dots were shown: it preferred
number 2. Firing rates dropped gradually for numbers more distant from number 2, indicating neuronal tuning to numbers. Note that this neuron signals numerosity 2
both during sample presentation and in working memory during the following delay phase. Discharges to all even numbers (and 1) up to 30 for many stimulus repetitions
are plotted as averaged spike density functions (neural activity is averaged and smoothed and plotted over time per trials, and only a selection of the numbers are shown
for clarity). Colours correspond to specific tested numbers. Data from [100]. (b) Neurons of the corvid NCL also respond to preferred numerosities. This NCL neuron is tuned
to numerosity 20. Same layout as in (a). Data from [99]. (c) Normalized (bell-shaped) tuning functions averaged for all neurons preferring the same numerosity (indicated
by same colour) when plotted on a linear (left) or logarithmic number scale (right) (error bar + s.e.m.). Data from [99]. (Online version in colour.)
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neurons’ sequentially-arranged overlapping tuning curves pre-

served an inherent order of numerical values (figure 5c)

[46,77,78,99,100]. This is helpful because numerosities are not

isolated categories, but exist in relation to one another (for

example, 3 is greater than 2 and less than 4); numerical

values need to be sequentially ordered to allow meaningful

quantity assignments.

This fuzzy selectivity of a population of numerosity-

selective neurons explains the numerical distance effect,

i.e. why the animals which have to base their judgement on

the responses of neurons cannot precisely discriminate similar

numerical values. Because the tuning curves overlap quite a

bit, a pair of similar numerosities may activate neurons tuned

to different preferred numerosity in about equal amounts,

thus creating an ambiguous signal that causes an animal to

mix up numerosities and make many errors. However, if

very dissimilar numerosities have to be discriminated, the

tuning functions of the respectively activated neurons will

hardly overlap. In this situation, neurons provide an animal

with unambiguous signals which leads to high discrimination

accuracy. Because the neuronal tuning functions of numeros-

ity-selective neurons are also broader with increasing

preferred numerosity, the same logic can also explain the

additional numerical size effect [48].

The tuning curves of numerosity-selective neurons show an

even more fundamental correspondence between monkeys

and crows, as do behavioural findings in the respective species

(figure 5c). Much like the behavioural data, the neural filter
functions are lognormal distributions: only when plotted on

a logarithmic scale do they become symmetric [46,78,99,100].

Moreover, the variance (i.e. width) of neural distributions is

constant with increasing preferred numerosity when the data

are plotted on a logarithmic scale. In terms of the scaling

scheme, the neural data in monkeys and crows mirror each

other, and the behavioural findings in both species.

Interestingly, numerosity tuning curves were also indirectly

reconstructed from blood-flow measurements using functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in humans. These func-

tions show the same logarithmic relationship [52,101,102].

This suggests that nonverbal numerosity representations in

the brains of humans, and nonhuman primates and crows

share fundamental characteristics.
(c) Neurons relevant for behaviour
If numerosity-selective neurons are truly relevant for the ani-

mals’ numerosity discrimination performance, their activity

should reflect successful and erroneous trails. More precisely,

if the neurons do not signal their preferred numerosity clearly

with high action potential rates, the animals evaluating impre-

cisely tuned neurons would be prone to make errors. Indeed,

when either monkeys or crows made judgement errors, neur-

onal activity to the preferred numerosity is significantly

reduced, for both neurons of the fronto-parietal network in pri-

mates and those of the corvid NCL [46,77,78,99,100]. This

provides evidence that numerosity-selective neurons are at
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least partly responsible for the numerical capabilities found in

primates and corvids.

(d) Abstract numerosity neurons in monkeys
Sequential or cross-modal numerosity discriminations so far

have only been combined with electrophysiological recordings

in monkeys. As expected for an abstract representation of

numerosity, both simultaneous and sequential numerosity for-

mats were encoded in the parietal lobe. Neurons represented

the number of simultaneously and sequentially presented

dots [86] or the number of executed hand movements [50]. In

a cross-modal discrimination study mentioned earlier, groups

of neurons encoded the number of either auditory pulses,

visual items, or both [88]. Interestingly, a significant proportion

of neurons in the PFC were tuned to the same number of visual

and auditory items. For instance, a neuron responded maxi-

mally whenever three dots in a row or three sounds in a

row were presented. This argues that cells in the PFC can

represent absolute numerosity irrespective of sensory modal-

ities in a supra-modal fashion. While some neurons in the

monkey association cortex constitute very abstract numerosity

detectors, such data await demonstration in crows.
4. Evolution has a taste for logarithmic
representation

At both the behavioural and the neural level, primates and cor-

vids with their distinctly evolved endbrains represent the

number of items in a set as a noisy numerical value in accordance

with Weber’s Law. What is more, these animals’ numerosity

judgements (figure 4) and the tuning curves of numerosity-

selective neurons in the primate neocortex and the avian

nidopallium (figure 5) vary logarithmically with the number

of elements in a set [46,78,99,100]. This logarithmic variation

can be reconciled when considering Gustav Theodor Fechner’s

[103] extension of Weber’s Law. Fechner postulated that linear

increments in sensation S are proportional to the logarithm

of stimulus magnitude I, a relationship known as the Weber–

Fechner Law (S ¼ k logI). Surprisingly, this fundamental law,

which is largely valid for general sensory phenomena, also

holds true for derived cognitive magnitudes such as numeros-

ity [78]. Even distance perception and time perception vary

logarithmically with the length of distance and the time

interval, respectively, and so do many other physiological

parameters [104].

Already, prior to neuronal recordings studies, compu-

tational network models have predicted tuned and

logarithmically scaled ‘numerosity detectors’ for analogue

number representations [105]. This numerosity detector

model encoded numerosity from parallel input which best mir-

rors the processing of numerosities from dot arrays discussed

here for monkeys and crows. Later, Verguts & Fias [106]

showed that an initially uncommitted neural backpropagation

network also developed logarithmically scaled numerosity

units under unsupervised learning when collections of dots

were provided as input.

The logarithmic representation resulting in symmetric bell-

shaped distributions has its advantages. First, it causes the

variability (i.e. width) of the representations to be constant

across, and independent of, the target number. This ensures

that discrimination accuracy is proportional to the magnitude
of the numerosities at stake. This leads to high precision for

small numerosities at the expense of fuzzy large-numerosity

representations. The adaptive value of such a representation

for an animal is evident: for example, whether an animal

faces one or two opponents is crucial information to decide

whether to attack or retreat and therefore deserves precise jud-

gement. In contrast, whether it faces 20 or 40 adversaries is

irrelevant for such a decision because it should take to its

heels regardless [107]. A second advantage refers to the

range of encoded numerosities based on a limited number of

neurons. Even if noisy, a logarithmic compression still allows

the processing of almost arbitrarily large numbers, and with

relatively few neurons. These advantages may explain why

the physiology of numerosity representation obeys the

Weber–Fechner Law in animal groups with a very different

phylogenetic history resulting in independently evolved

endbrain structures.

These behavioural and neurophysiological data for absol-

ute numerosity judgements in different animal species show

an impressive correspondence and help to resolve a classical

debate in psychophysics: the mental number line for nonver-

bal numerical information is logarithmic rather than linear,

and not just in human and nonhuman primates, but probably

across vertebrates and maybe even beyond. It suggests that

this way of coding numerical information has evolved

based on convergent evolution because it exhibits a superior

solution to a common computational problem.
5. Outlook
Until very recently, the macaque monkey was the only

species for which we had single neuron data in behaving ani-

mals. Several studies showed how neurons in the behaving

monkey brain encode and process numerical information,

thus complementing data in humans via indirect functional

imaging measures. In contrast to advances in nonhuman pri-

mates, investigations into the neurophysiology of numerical

competence in corvids have only just begun, and much still

needs to be explored.

First, so far only visual multi-item arrays have been used

as numerosity stimuli in crows [46,99]. To pin down the level

of coding abstraction, numerosities need to be presented also

in other modalities. Crows can learn delayed cross-modal

tasks and many NCL neurons associate visual and auditory

stimuli [108,109]. Thus, cross-modal numerical tasks similar

to those used in monkeys [94,95] are feasible.

Second, numerosity can be presented simultaneously in

spatial arrays, or sequentially in item successions. In monkeys,

simultaneous and sequential enumeration mechanisms seem

to differ in the IPS [93]. Recording from crows trained to per-

form both simultaneous and sequential protocols could

clarify if this distinction is also present in the NCL.

Third, we now know that NCL neurons signal numerosity,

but this brain area may not be the only one involved

in extracting and maintaining numerical quantity information.

In the primate, numerical information seems to be processed in

a hierarchical fashion from upstream parietal to downstream

prefrontal areas [48]. Since the NCL is commonly compared

to the PFC, it begs the question if the avian brain also contains

an input processing stage equivalent to the IPS.

Fourth, the classical idea of a ‘sense of number’ [110–112]

suggests that we and animals are endowed with a hard-wired
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faculty to perceive the number of items. This idea argues that

animals assess numerosity spontaneously and without the

need to learn. Indeed, numerosity-selective neurons were

recently reported in numerically naive monkeys [113,114],

providing compelling evidence for this idea. To generalize

the number sense concept beyond primates, similar investi-

gations are needed in numerically naive crows, but so far

all experiments done in corvids have been performed in

numerosity-trained animals.

Last but not least, monkeys can learn to discriminate not

only countable numerosities, but also empty sets [82,83].

Monkeys represent empty sets as quantitative categories at

the lower end of a numerical continuum. Moreover, neurons

in the IPS encode empty sets predominantly as a category dis-

tinct from numerosities, whereas PFC neurons represent

empty sets like countable numerosities, exhibiting numerical

distance and size effects [83,115]. It would be interesting to
know if crows also can learn to grasp empty sets as numerical

quantity, and whether and how numerosity 0 is also

represented by NCL neurons.

With the addition of such data, a more concise picture will

surface that will allow us to fully answer the question as to

which physiological solutions for numerical competence

implemented during the evolution of crows and primates are

similar in all respects. Only more comparative approaches

in neuroscience will help to decipher the presence of

evolutionarily stable neuronal mechanisms [116].
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